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Timeline April 20, Application opens online for free Frankenstein kits June 1, Deadline to submit application
for physical kit July 1, Notification of award decisions October, Physical kits delivered to successful
applicants October 19, Professional development workshops for recipients of physical kits November, Digital
kits available for download January Host required public event in conjunction with th anniversary of the
publication of Frankenstein March 1, Reports due online template will be made available for review in early
October Integrate kit activities into established on-site or off-site seasonal programming Learn More. What is
language? Yet, upon further scrutiny, there is evidence that Henry is a personification of many of these
themes. A companion art book will feature a collection of all of the submitted artworks. Congratulations, Teen
Learning Lab students! Presented by Future Tense, a partnership of ASU, Slate magazine, and New America,
Futurography is a series of month-long editorial packages featuring articles by experts along with
supplementary materials like quizzes, surveys, interactive elements, videos, and even the occasional science
fiction story. And still, lots of enthusiasm!! Futurography: The Spawn of Frankenstein Futurography combines
the storytelling techniques of journalism and the instructive capacity of an online course in an effort to inform
readers about the technologies that will define tomorrow. Objective Center the needs of humanity within the
larger conversation around AI Frankenstein AI is meant to provoke conversation and exploration around AI,
allowing us to build an algorithm powered by emotional data. We create and share stories here in new and
unexpected ways. This interactive fictional story imagines what might happen if a character named Dr. He
loved enterprise, hardship, and even danger, for its own sake. The death of Henry is one of the plot elements
that slowly isolate Victor in the same way his Creature is isolated. The class considered that her progressive
mother was a founder of feminism. In their groups they tried to document and explain their work from the last
few months. JURORS Our five person panel of jurors are distinguished and accomplished artists and designers
who represent a broad cross section of skills, talents and abilities. May 8 Frankenstein Project Celebration!
The calculator will include dosage information for common over-the-counter drugs as well as prescription
painkillers, anti-inflammatories and fever-reducing medications, all of which can contain small dosages of
acetaminophen in addition to the named medication. Some of The Acetaminophen Project Team. The question
remains, how is the Creature a reflection of society? Last Friday seemed to be a day to consider states of
non-humanness. But we never lose sight of the power of a good story. He was shown care, he was shown
friendship, and most importantly, he was shown love. She spent untold hours pursuing pixies and tree frogs in
the hollow logs and Pluff Mud of her own backyard. The Acetaminophen Project â€” Web version, gets ready.
Just as both Victor and the Creature came up against the limitations of their own humanity, our students faced
their own limitations as they conducted their research for their bioethics projects, confronting trials and
approaches that failed. He likes coding. How does this connect to Mary Shelley? Before all that can be
attempted, the team needs to address the coding; the meeting with Anki engineers seemed to be the expert help
needed!


